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Example of an evolutionary process: speciation



Example of an evolutionary process: antibiotic resistance

Antibiotic resistance to 'kill 90,000' in Britain over the next 30 years (Telegraph.co.uk, 11/9/2018)

Drug Resistant Superbugs Are Killing 33,000 in Europe Each Year (The New York Times, 11/5/2018)

Antibiotic resistance threatens: public health

food supplies

wild life

http://www.who.int/



Evolution

Change of heritable traits

Subjected to selection
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Genetic changes during evolution

Functional

Regulatory

Small changes in DNA (single nucleotide)

Structural changes: locus/genome duplication & rearrangements

New genes

S’
S

E’
E Change in the activity

Change in the expression



Experimental Evolution overview

Evolution of organisms under laboratory setting

Study a population as it adapts in a controlled environment

Popular models
• Microorganisms

• S. cerevisiae (baker’s and brewer’s yeast)

• E. coli (bacterium)

• Arthropoda
• D. melanogaster (fruitfly)

• Viruses & phages

What characteristics do we want 
our model organisms to have 
when we study evolution???



Experimental Evolution overview

Adaptation of a population in a controlled environment

Popular model organisms
• Microorganisms

• S. cerevisiae (baker’s and brewer’s yeast)

• E. coli (bacterium)

• Arthropoda
• D. melanogaster (fruitfly)

• Viruses
• Mononegavirales



Experimental Evolution overview

Environmental condition

clonal population

107 cells

2x1010 cells

11 generations (24 hrs)

107 cells

adapted population

How did it change with respect to the ancestral population???



Experimental Evolution overview

parental population adapted population

Preparation of genomic DNA

High throughput DNA sequencing and data analysis

Comparisons of parental and adapted populations



Brewer’s and baker’s yeast as a model in 
Experimental Evolution

Budding yeast cells



Carbon source is essential for growth

Carbon (glucose)

Nitrogen

Phosphorus

Sulfate

Vitamins & minerals

Budding yeast cells Nutrients required for growth Carbon is particularly important

It provides energy and 

essential molecules* for 

growth

*metabolites, signaling 

molecules, precursors, building 

blocks



Cells sense [glucose] 
and “plan” accordingly

Nucleus

3. Control of pathways that 
regulate growth and other 
metabolic pathways 

Conrad et al., FEMS Microbiology Reviews 2014

Extracellular 

environment

1. Transporters transfer glucose 
into the cell

Cytoplasm

2. Glucose metabolism 
products and energy become 
available in the cytoplasm 



Cells sense [glucose] and “plan” accordingly

present

Cell proliferation

Metabolism of alternative carbon source

Stress response

absent

What happens if we provide cells with suboptimal amount of glucose?



Yeast evolution under glucose-limited conditions
System A: Continuous culture

Chemostat: bioreactor that 
maintains a static chemical 
environment

Artificial environment: nutrients and 
cell densities are always in steady 
state

Condition: Sufficient nutrients for 
optimal growth, apart from glucose

The cells are constantly in growing 
phase 



Steady state glucose supply

Present

Cell proliferation

Metabolism of alternative carbon source

Stress response

absent

System A: Continuous culture



Steady state glucose supply

Present, 

but limited

Cell proliferation

Metabolism of alternative carbon source

Stress response

absent

Solution: Enhance glucose uptake

System A: Continuous culture



How to enhance glucose 
uptake?

Extracellular 

environment

Cytoplasm

Nucleus

Conrad et al., FEMS Microbiology Reviews 2014

Kao & Sherlock, Nature 2008

System A: Continuous culture

HXT6/7

HXT6/7 HXT6/7 HXT6/7

Gene amplification

HXT6/7

Increased gene expression



Yeast evolution under glucose-limited conditions
System B: Batch culture

Starting 

culture

Flasks or tubes

Artificial environment: Nutrients and 
cell densities oscillate 

Condition: The first nutrient that runs 
out is glucose

The cells grow rigorously at the 
beginning of each transfer, then growth 
slows down as the limiting nutrient runs 
out



Oscillating glucose supply and depletion

present

Cell proliferation

Metabolism of alternative carbon source

Stress response

absent

supply

depletion

Turning pathways ON and OFF is energetically expensive

Solution: Desensitize cell growth from the oscillating nutrient 

System B: Batch culture



Uncoupling cell cycle from nutrient availability

Venkataram, Dunn et al., Cell 2016

positive

negative

cell growth regulation

Mutations that increase 

activity of positive or decrease 

activity of negative regulators

System B: Batch culture



Yeast evolution under glucose-limited conditions

Continuous culture

• Increase expression of glucose transporters

• Maximize glucose uptake

Batch culture

• Disrupt signaling pathways

• Minimize growth dependencies on 
glucose availability

Adaptation mechanism

Adaptation mechanism

• Oscillating environment

• Glucose supplemented and 
depleted in every transfer

• Steady environment

• [Glucose] limits growth

Adaptation is driven by glucose limitation

Target pathways differ between continuous and batch cultures



Experimental evolution can reveal mechanisms of antibiotic resistance
Yeast evolution in the presence of a fungicide

Ancestral Evolved

Gerstein et al., Genetics 2012



E. coli

http://www.evo-ed.com

• Prokaryotes
• Small genome

• No membrane-bound organelles

• Short generation time

• Aerobic and anaerobic metabolism

• Resident of warm-blooded animals’ 
digestive tract

• Occasionally pathogenic

• Research model

• Well-characterized physiology 

• and genome

http://www.evo-ed.com


The long term evolution experiment (LTEE) in E. coli

• 30 years ongoing evolution experiment that spans ~70,000 generations
• 1.75 My worth of human generations (modern humans: 0.3-0.8 My)

• Evolution in flasks 

• 12 replicates

• Daily transfers 1:100

• Record of evolution: frozen stocks



The evolution of an innovative trait

• 0.14 mM glucose

• Carbon source and limited resource

• 1.7 mM citrate

• Agent that helps cells import iron

• E. coli can metabolize citrate via the 
citric acid cycle

• E. coli can import citrate via a 
transporter expressed only under 
anaerobic conditions



Citrate metabolism under anaerobic conditions

• E. coli can metabolize citrate via the 
citric acid cycle

• E. coli can import citrate via a 
transporter expressed only under 
anaerobic conditions



The evolution of an innovative trait

• 0.14 mM glucose

• Carbon source and limited resource

• 1.7 mM citrate

• Agent that helps cells import iron

• E. coli can metabolize citrate via the 
citric acid cycle

• E. coli can import citrate via a 
transporter expressed only under 
anaerobic conditions

• Under the LTEE condition citrate is 
not available as an energy source



The evolution of an innovative trait

• 0.14 mM glucose

• Carbon source and limited resource

• 1.7 mM citrate

• Agent that helps cells import iron

Glucose Citrate

Cit-



The evolution of an innovative trait

After generation 30,000 a lineage 

emerged that could metabolize citrate 

under aerobic conditions



A duplication event facilitated transporter 
expression under aerobic conditions

Repressor 

protein is 

activated by O2



From niche exploitation to the evolution of an ecosystem

Glucose Citrate

Cit-

Succinate Glucose
Citrate

Cit+
Cit+

Cit- Cit+
Cit+

Cit-
Cit+

Cit-: population with ancestral trait does not metabolize citrate

Cit+: population with evolved trait metabolizes citrate



Experimental evolution: insights and applications

• Adaptation of a population in a controlled environment

• Use of model organisms and high throughput DNA sequencing technologies to 
study genetic changes

• Genetic changes are a reflection of the selective pressure

• Insights into evolutionary processes in nature
• Speciation 

• AB resistance

• Cancer progression

• As a tool to generate/optimize novel phenotypes for biotechnological processes


